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Composing Pervasive Data Using iQL Norman H. Cohen, Hui Lei, Paul Castro, John S. Davis II, and Apratim Purakayastha IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center {ncohen,hlei,castrop,davisjs,apu}@us.ibm.com • Pervasive data sources may fail unexpectedly, or provide inconsistent quality of service or information. • There are often alternative ways of retrieving or deducing the same data, perhaps with different quality of service or information, from different data sources. • Pervasive networked data sources use a wide variety of access protocols, data rates, and formats. • Raw, low-level, voluminous data, closely aligned with the characteristics of the data source, passes through a hierarchy of data-reduction transformations such as aggregation, summarization, and filtering, resulting in refined, abstract, filtered data, closely aligned with the concerns of the application. • The generation of a value by a data source can be viewed as an event. Composition of data from pervasive sources often entails composing patterns of events into higherlevel compound events. • Sensors are often deployed in arrays, providing vectors of readings conducive to data-parallel computations. Our programming model is based on entities called composers. A composer has a current value computed from input values, in a manner determined by a composer specification. Composers execute in a runtime system. A composer’s input values come from data sources. Some data sources are pervasive networked sources such as web services and sensors; some are other composers. Data sources are advertised to the runtime system. A composer specification includes requirements on data sources. The runtime system discovers advertised data sources satisfying these requirements, binds them, and executes protocols that deliver their data to the composer. As qualityof-service and quality-of-information properties of the data source change (e.g., freshness of data, confidence in data, or precision of measurement), these changes are advertised to the runtime system, which may rebind to different data sources that better meet the requirements. Section 2 of this paper gives an example of an iQL composer specification. Section 3 explains the iQL programming model in detail. Section 4 describes the runtime system enabling iQL. Section 5 concludes by comparing our work with related work and describing the current status of our project.



Abstract The emergence of pervasive networked data sources, such as web services, sensors, and mobile devices, enables context-sensitive, mobile applications. We have developed a programming model for writing such applications, in which entities called composers accept data from one or more sources, and act as sources of higher-level data. We have defined and implemented a nonprocedural language, iQL, specifying the behavior of composers. An iQL programmer expresses requirements for data sources rather than identifying specific sources; a runtime system discovers appropriate data sources, binds to them, and rebinds when properties of data sources change. The language has powerful operators useful in composition, including operators to generate, filter, and abstract streams of values.



1. Composition of pervasive data We are witnessing explosive growth in pervasive networked data sources, such as web services, fixed sensors measuring traffic or weather, and mobile devices reporting position. These data sources enable context-sensitive, mobile applications, such as location monitoring, fleet management, and emergency notification. Such an application must specify how the raw data provided by networked data sources is composed into the higher-level data that it needs. We have developed a programming model and a language, named iQL, for specifying datacomposition rules. We have implemented the language and a runtime system that frees the application developer from many of the details that must be addressed when dealing with such data sources, including the management of widely varying protocols and formats, the discovery of appropriate data sources, and the replacement of data sources that have failed or become unreachable. Our programming model is motivated by special characteristics of pervasive networked sources, the data they provide, and ways in which that data is used: • Some data sources take the initiative in supplying data, while others do not report a value unless asked to do so. 94



function definition contains a series of symbol definitions culminating in an output expression. A function definition containing the word composer identifies a function defining the value of a composer. A function definition defines an expression graph whose nonleaf nodes represent operators. The expression graph for AllNearbyEmployees is shown in Figure 1. This graph is obtained by starting with the composer function definition’s output expression, nearbyIDs, and repeatedly replacing symbols and function invocations with their definitions. (We create one common subgraph for all occurrences of a symbol defined in a function definition.) The operators in the graph include traditional arithmetic, relational, and boolean operators, operators to select named elements of compound values (e.g., .x), and the operators input and input every. The symbol myTaggedID represents a value of the type tagged(EmployeeID), obtained from some data source that has issued an advertisement of type BadgeAd. The empID component of this advertisement equals the parameter myID and its tagged component (a component of all advertisements) equals the string "yes". (For any type t, a value x of type tagged(t), contains an element x.value, of type t, and an element x.source, of some type extending type Advertisement.) The runtime system discovers one or more such data sources from among those that have been advertised to it, and binds the input operator to one of them. The symbol nearbyIDs represents a list of the EmployeeID values obtained from all data sources that have issued an advertisement of type BadgeAd whose



2. An example of a composer specification Suppose workers in a one-story building wear active badges. Each badge is a data source that returns the same value—the wearer’s employee number—whenever it receives a request for its current value. In addition, each badge advertises both its employee ID number and its current location (as x and y coordinates measured in feet), and readvertises this data every time its measured location changes. The structure of the advertisements is defined by an XML schema [1] uniquely identified by the URL http://acmebadges.com/badgeAd. This schema (not shown here) defines a badge advertisement to include components named empId and coordinates. We need a list containing the employee numbers of all badge wearers within a specified distance from a specified person P, updated whenever that set of badge wearers changes (either because people move in and out of the circle around P, or because P moves, causing that circle to enclose a different set of badges). Here is a specification of a composer performing this task: type Point { double x; double y; } type EmployeeID schema("http://acmebadges.com/empID"); type BadgeAd schema("http://acmebadges.com/badgeAd"); boolean function withinDistance (Point p1, Point p2, double distance) {



nearbyIDs input every



double dx is p2.x - p1.x; double dy is p2.y - p1.y; output dx*dx + dy*dy 


withinDistance 
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list(EmployeeID) composer function AllNearbyEmployees (EmployeeID myID, double threshold) {
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tagged(EmployeeID) myTaggedID is input(BadgeAd ba: ba.empID=myID && ba.tagged="yes");



threshold



BadgeAd myAd is myTaggedID.source; Point myPoint is myAd.coordinates; myPoint .coordinates



list(EmployeeID) nearbyIDs is input every ( BadgeAd ba: withinDistance (ba.coordinates,myPoint,threshold) );



.coordinates



myAd .source



ba



myTaggedID input &&



output nearbyIDs; =



}



=



.empID myID



This composer specification defines types named Point, EmployeeId and BadgeAd, along with functions named withinDistance and AllNearbyEmployees. The type Point is defined in iQL, while the types EmployeeId and BadgeAd are defined outside of iQL as XML schemas. A



.tagged "yes"



ba



Figure 1. Expression graph corresponding to the AllNearbyEmployees composer specification. 95



coordinates property is a point within threshold feet of myPoint. Whenever a badge that had been outside this



Requested evaluation: (1) (2)



circle advertises a new position that places it inside the circle, or vice versa, the input every operator generates a new list, which the composer emits as a newly generated value. Furthermore, when the badge with employee ID myID advertises a new location, the input operator emits a new tagged(EmployeeID) value, the expressions corresponding to myTaggedPoint, myAd, and myPoint are reevaluated, the runtime system rebinds the input every operator to a new set of data sources, advertising positions within threshold feet of the new value of myPoint, and the composer generates, as a new value, a list of employee IDs from these data sources.
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Triggered evaluation: (1) (2) !
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Legend: ? Request for current value Reply to request for current value ! Notification that a new value has been generated



3. The iQL model



Figure 2. Requested evaluations and triggered evaluations of composers. specified by the composer specification, then generates that new value. This is called a triggered evaluation. The rules for requested evaluations and triggered evaluations apply not only at the level of composers, but also at the level of operators within a composer. The circles in Figure 2 can be interpreted as expression-graph nodes, like those shown in Figure 1, instead of as composers.



In this section , we characterize data sources as active, passive, or hybrid, and present rules for the evaluation of composer expressions based on this distinction. We then describe the structure of a composer specification, and examine particular kinds of operators in detail. We conclude by examining the iQL type system.



3.1. Passive and active data sources



3.2. The structure of a composer specification



Some pervasive networked data sources are passive, meaning that they supply current values only upon request. Others are active, meaning that they take the initiative in emitting a stream of values to consumers that have subscribed to them. There are also hybrid data sources, which take the initiative in emitting values, but also accept requests for the current (i.e., most recently emitted) value. The iQL programming model treats all data sources as hybrid. That is, every data source, including a composer, supports two operations: requesting the current value of the data source and subscribing to notifications that the data source has generated a new value. In the case of an active data source that does not itself support the querying of a current value, the most recently generated value is taken to be the current value. A passive data source will never provide notification that it has generated a new value, but it is still possible to subscribe for such notifications. The general model for the execution of a composer, depicted in Figure 2, is as follows: • When a composer is asked for its current value, it in turn asks its data sources for their current values, uses these values to compute a new value as specified by the composer specification, and uses the result as its current value. This is called a requested evaluation. • When one of the data sources to which a composer is currently bound generates a new value, the composer asks its other data sources for their current values, then uses all its input values to compute a new value as



A composer specification consists of type definitions and function definitions. Type definitions are discussed in Section 3.7. Our focus here is on function definitions. A composer specification is, in essence, an expression, providing a rule for computing a composer’s value from its inputs. The same rule applies to both requested and triggered evaluations. The only difference is in the way the runtime system obtains the input values and the way it disposes of the resulting value. For example, the following simple composer specification computes the net traffic flow into a closed highway segment (from milepost 218 northbound to milepost 223 northbound) from the number of cars sensed entering and leaving the segment: type VehicleCounterAd schema ("http://thruway.org/counterAd"); decimal composer function netFlow1() { output input(VehicleCounterAd vca: vca.type="decimal" && vca.milepost="218N") - input(VehicleCounterAd vca:, vca.type="decimal" && vca.milepost="223N"); }



The expression input(VehicleCounterAd vca: vca.type="decimal" && vca.milepost=m)
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output entryCount-exitCount;



obtains a count of cars sensed at milepost m, as a value of type decimal, from a data source whose advertisements are of type VehicleCounterAd. The vehicle sensor reports the number of cars sensed since it last reported a count. The output of the composer is the result of subtracting the second input value from the first. If the composer receives a request for its current value, the runtime system will request a count from each data source, invoke the composer to do the subtraction, and return the result. If one of the data sources actively generates a new count, the runtime system will request the current count from the other data source, invoke the composer to do the subtraction, and generate the difference as a new data value. Composer specifications are nonprocedural. Thus concern about the mapping between input and output values is separated from concern about the mechanics of invoking that mapping. When bound to at least one active data source, the composer will behave as an active data source for net traffic flow, and when bound to two passive data sources, it will behave as a passive data source for net traffic flow. An application developer can constrain the behavior of the composer by writing more restrictive requirements for data sources than those in this example (e.g., by requiring active data sources). Because expressions can grow quite large, an iQL programmer can break an expression into several named subexpressions. The following function definition is equivalent to the earlier one:



}



Values for composer-specification parameters are provided when a composer is created as an instance of the specification, and remain fixed for the life of the composer. Thus the values of entryMilepost and exitMilepost during a triggered evaluation are well defined. Some networked data sources, including databases and SOAP [2] request-response operations, provide values in response to specific parameterized requests. We model requests to such a data source with various parameter values as calls on distinct instances of the same composer specification, instantiated with different parameter values. This is only a formal model; the runtime system can implement these multiple composers with a single connection to the request-response data source.



3.3. Input expressions Like applications in data-centric sensor networks [3] and the Intentional Naming System [4], iQL applications generally do not specify a specific source from which data is retrieved, but rather a set of requirements to be satisfied by a data source. The system then discovers a data source satisfying these requirements. Thus input expressions are a natural extension of our nonprocedural model, describing what is to be retrieved and computed rather than how. Abstract data-source requirements provide important benefits. Composer specifications need not be modified when new data sources arise. If there are multiple suitable data sources, the system is free to select the one that will provide the best response time, or the most accurate measurements, based on current network conditions, and input expressions can be dynamically rebound to new data sources as conditions evolve. The expression



decimal composer function netFlow2() { decimal entryCount is input(VehicleCounterAd vca: vca.type="decimal" && vca.milepost="218N"); decimal exitCount is input(VehicleCounterAd vca: vca.type="decimal" && vca.milepost="223N"); output entryCount-exitCount;



input(VehicleCounterAd vca: vca.type="decimal" && vca.milepost="218N")



}



Of course the benefits of breaking up an expression in this way are seen most clearly with expressions larger than this one. Because iQL is nonprocedural, a given symbol may be defined only once, and subexpressions are not necessarily evaluated in the order in which they appear. A function definition may have parameters. For example, we could generalize our net–traffic-flow function definition to work with arbitrary mileposts:



expresses requirements on the data source that is to provide it with data; successive evaluations of the expression yield values provided by a data source satisfying the requirements. The first requirement is that the data source be advertised with advertisements conforming to the type VehicleCounterAd (which the type definition at the beginning of Section 3.2 establishes as a type defined in an XML schema). Advertisements of this type are understood to be for data sources that will report the number of cars sensed passing a specified milepost. There are certain attributes found in all advertisements, such as the attribute type, which specifies the datatype of the values provided by the advertised data source. The attribute milepost is found in VehicleCounterAd advertisements. The input expression can be paraphrased as requiring “some data source that



decimal composer function netFlow3 (string entryMilepost, string exitMilepost) { decimal entryCount is input(VehicleCounterAd vca: vca.type="decimal" && vca.milepost=entryMilepost); decimal exitCount is input(VehicleCounterAd vca: vca.type="decimal" && vca.milepost=exitMilepost);
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reports the number of cars sensed at milepost 218 northbound, as a value of type decimal.” The boolean expression in an input expression is a query over advertisements belonging to the specified advertisement type. The W3C XQuery working draft [5] provides primitives for navigating a set of XML documents to select those documents satisfying specified criteria. The boolean expressions in input expressions map directly to XQuery. We do not follow the W3C surface syntax [5], but like the W3C surface syntax, our syntax for boolean expressions can be directly mapped to the XQueryX abstract syntax [6], and processed by an XQuery engine.



3.3.2. Binding to sets of data sources. An input expression such as input(VehicleCounterAd vca: vca.type="decimal" && vca.milepost="218N")



is bound to one data source at a time: The runtime system selects one advertised data source satisfying the query, and binds the input expression to that source. In contrast, an input expression containing the word every, such as input every ( BadgeAd ba: withinDistance (ba.coordinates,myPoint,threshold) )



in the AllNearbyEmployees example of Section 2, binds to every advertised data source satisfying the query, and evaluates to a list containing a value from each bound source.



3.3.1. Dynamically constructed data-source requirements. Data from one source can be used to form the datasource requirements of another input expression, which allows composers to be context-sensitive. For example, instances of the following composer specification report matches between a traveling subscriber’s shopping list and ads from a local business-advertisement data source, assuming that each locality has its own businessadvertisement data source:



3.3.3. Continual rebinding. The iQL input expression supports two forms of continual rebinding, which we call data-driven and advertisement-driven. Continual rebinding enables a composer to cope with data sources that fail, or whose properties change, or whose relevance changes because of a user’s mobility. Continual rebinding is performed by the runtime system, and need not be reflected in the text of a composer specification. The MobileShopping composer specification of Section 3.3.1 provides an example of data-driven rebinding: Each time the value of location changes, the third input expression is reevaluated, and rebound to a new local business-advertisement data source. The same composer specification provides an example of advertisement-driven rebinding: Each time the current location data source issues a new advertisement, the runtime system examines the advertisement, and may initiate discovery of a new data source that better satisfies the second input expression. For example, if a GPS device advertises that it is now providing less accurate data, the runtime system may rebind to location data from a cellular-service provider. Another variant of advertisement-driven rebinding is found in the AllNearbyEmployees composer specification of Section 2. Each time a badge moves inside the threshold radius, it is added to the set of data sources satisfying the input every expression, and each time a badge moves outside the threshold radius, it is removed from that set. The set of data sources to which the input every expression is bound, and the list of employee IDs yielded by the expression, change accordingly.



type UserShoppingListAd schema("http://myService.com/shoppingList"); type LocationServiceAd schema("http://xml.org/locationForUserID"); type LocalAdServiceAd schema("http://xml.org/AdServicesByZipCode"); AdList composer function MobileShopping(string user) { ShoppingList userShoppingList is input(UserShoppingListAd ad: ad.userid=user); ZipCode location is input(LocationServiceAd lsa: lsa.type="ZipCode" && lsa.userid=user); AdList localAds is input(LocalAdServiceAd ad: ad.zipCode=location); output matches(localAds, userShoppingList); }



The first input expression is bound to a data source providing the shopping list for the subscriber named by the parameter user; the second input expression is bound to a data source that reports that subscriber’s current location as a zip code; and the third input expression is bound to a local business-advertisement data source for the current zip code. (The output expression calls an application function matches, not shown here, that returns those business advertisements in localAds that are for products in the shopping list.) Each time the second data source provides a new zip code, the third input expression is reevaluated, and possibly bound to a businessadvertisement data source for a different locality.



3.3.4. Implicit data conversion. In the MobileShopping composer specification of Section 3.3.1, the input expression specifies a data source that reports a subscriber’s location in the form of a zip code. It is unlikely that a GPS device or other network data source provides location data in that form. More likely, the runtime system searches for
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Now, if a new mobile temperature arrives, the composer will use the cached value of stationTemp to compute the difference, and generate a new value, without requesting another value from the weather station. When the weather station generates a new temperature value, the cache will be updated and a triggered evaluation will start.



sources of data that it is capable of converting to the form required by an input expression. One of these data sources might be a composer that can provide zip codes, given GPS coordinates. We envision that the runtime system will eventually perform aggressive data-source synthesis, in which data-conversion composer specifications are not only discovered in libraries, but created on the fly.



3.5. Manipulating streams of values 3.4. Caching values



For many applications, it is convenient to think of a networked data source as providing a stream of values. An active data source provides such a stream. A stream of values can be obtained from a passive data source by polling it periodically. A stream of values can be filtered, producing a substream containing only values of interest. Sequences of values in the stream can be construed as signifying a compound event, and a new stream can be generated, consisting of values at a higher level of abstraction corresponding to the compound events.



Some composers must retain state about data they have previously processed. For example, it is common to smooth sensor-data readings by averaging the n most recent readings. An expression of the form old



e



yields the value that the expression e would have had during the previous evaluation of the composer. The following function definition provides smoothed velocity readings, averaged over the most recent three readings:



3.5.1. Creating value streams by polling. Just as an can spontaneously generate a new value, starting a triggered evaluation, so can the expression



double composer function SmoothedVelocity(string id) {



input expression



currentVelocity is input(VehicleVelocityAd ad: ad.vehicleID=id);



e every n



output (currentVelocity + old currentVelocity + old old currentVelocity) / 3.0;



—which generates a new value every n milliseconds by reevaluating e. Evaluation of e may entail requesting new inputs from data sources. For example, suppose our vehicle counters are passive data sources that report counts only when asked. The following function definition constructs an active data source that reports net traffic flow every minute:



}



A composer may also retain state to avoid redundant computation, or to avoid gratuitous requests for data that is known not to have changed since it was last requested. For example, the following composer computes the difference between the temperature at a nearby weather station (updated hourly) and the temperature sensed by a mobile device (updated every second):



decimal composer function netFlow4 (string entryMilepost, string exitMilepost) { decimal entryMilepost is input(VehicleCounterAd vca: vca.type="decimal" && vca.milepost=entryMilepost);



decimal composer function temperatureDiff() { decimal stationTemp is input(TemperatureAd ta: ta.loc="station" && ta.period=3600);



decimal exitMilepost is input(VehicleCounterAd vca: vca.type="decimal" && vca.milepost=exitMilepost);



decimal mobileTemp is input(TemperatureAd ta: ta.loc="mobile" && ta.period=1);



decimal net is entryMilepost-exitMilepost;



output mobileTemp-stationTemp;



output net every 60000; // msec



}



}



Each time the mobile device reports a new temperature, the resulting triggered evaluation requests a new value from the weather station, even though its temperature is usually unchanged. It would make more sense to cache the weather-station temperature, and use the cached value when the mobile device reports a new value. Placing the word cached in front of an iQL subexpression indicates that the value associated with the subexpression should be cached:



3.5.2. Filtering value streams. It is often necessary to write a composer that generates a new value during some, but not all, triggered evaluations. The expression x when predicate evaluates the boolean-valued expression predicate each time a new value is generated for x. If the value of predicate is true, the when operator generates the value of x;



output mobileTemp - (cached stationTemp);
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otherwise the newly generated value for x is “absorbed” without triggering any further evaluations. For example, if



generates a value when expressions e1, …, en generate values concurrently (i.e., there is an interval when all n events overlap). The following composer generates a value when two executives are ready to exchange instant messages, because the first has completed a meeting on her calendar and both are online:



input(WaterPressureAd wpa: wpa.valveID=25)



specifies an active source of water-pressure readings, the function definition decimal composer function PressureWarning(){ decimal pressure is input(WaterPressureAd wpa: wpa.valveID=25);



type EmployeeSchedule schema ("http://pim.com/calendars/byName");



output pressure when pressure>SAFE_THRESHOLD;



type OnlineActivity schema ("http://isp.com/onlineStatus/byName");



}



event composer function readyForIM (string name1, string name2) {



generates a new value only when a dangerously high water pressure reading is encountered. Many applications are interested only in changes in the value provided by a given source. The expression



event exec1Online is input(OnlineActivity oa: oa.type="event" && oa.name=name1);



changed e



event exec2Online is input(OnlineActivity oa: oa.type="event" && oa.name=name2);



generates the value of the expression e every time that expression generates a value different from its previous value. Suppose the input expression



event bothOnline is and(exec1Online, exec2Online); event exec1InMeeting is input(EmployeeSchedule es: es.type="event" && es.name=name1);



input(BaseballScoreAd bsa: bsa.team="nymets")



describes a passive data source that provides the current score of an ongoing New York Mets baseball game upon request. The following function definition constructs an active data source that polls the score every minute and generates a new value every time the score changes:



event ready is sequence(exec1InMeeting, bothOnline); output ready; }



Score composer function MetsScoreChange() {



Other operators report compound events in a variety of circumstances: all, when all operand events have occurred (not necessarily concurrently); any, as soon as any one operand event has occurred; times, when the number of times the operand event has occurred within a specified time interval lies within a specified range; persist, when the interval between the start time and end time of the operand event is at least a specified value; within, when the interval between the start time and end time of the operand event is at most a specified value; and past, a specified amount of time after the report time of the operand event. This collection of operators is admittedly ad hoc. We are working to identify a small set of fundamental operators and combining mechanisms sufficient to define all the nonfundamental operators in terms of the fundamental operators.



Score minuteByMinuteScore is input(BaseballScoreAd bsa: bsa.team="nymets") every 60000; // msec output changed minuteByMinuteScore; }



3.5.3. Recognizing compound events. The arrival of a value from a pervasive data source sometimes represents a particular type of event, such as detection of a person at a particular location or activity on the keyboard of a particular workstation. Many applications are concerned with determining that events from a variety of sources match certain patterns. There are several iQL operators for recognizing compound events. Each operator has operands representing constituent events of a compound event. When appropriate values are received for these operands, in an appropriate order, the operator generates a value of the built-in type event, representing a compound event. Requested evaluation of such an operator yields the last value that the operator generated. For example, the expression



3.6. Native operators A native operator is an operator whose computation is written as a Java method (which itself may be a native method implemented in some other language). Native operators allow the reuse of library code or specialized application-specific procedural algorithms.



sequence(e1, …, en)



generates a value when expressions e1, …, en have generated values in sequence. The expression and(e1, …, en)
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may generalize this notation to allow programmerdefined generic types. However, this generalization requires further study. Like computational values, data-source advertisements have XML types. The input expression must be capable of describing any kind of data source in the world, and distinguishing among different kinds of data sources. Rather than undertaking the daunting task of devising an ontology for all the world’s present and future kinds of data sources, we depend the provider of a data source to identify a type for advertising that data source. We expect that data sources providing different “kinds” of data, say temperature and location, will be advertised using different advertisement types, and that eventually consensus will emerge to use certain advertisement types for certain kinds of data. Effective writing of input expressions will require some familiarity with the advertisement types in use to advertise different kinds of data.



3.7. The iQL type system The datatypes in iQL composer specifications correspond to XML schemas. The W3C recommendation for XML schemas [1] specifies a set of built-in datatypes, plus mechanisms for defining types from other types by composition, extension, or restriction. We expect that many pervasive networked data sources will provide data in XML, in a form defined by an XML schema—either a schema written specifically for that data source or a widely used network data type. XML schemas are identified by URLs. These URLs serve as globally unique identifiers, but do not necessarily serve to locate a schema on the worldwide web. An iQL type definition of the form schema(string_constant);



establishes the identifier as an iQL type name corresponding to the XML schema whose URL is given by the string constant. For each type defined in the XML Schema recommendation, there is a corresponding identifier (for example, decimal) predefined in iQL. Types can also be defined internally in iQL, as in the type definition



4. Run-time support The semantics of iQL are defined independently of any particular implementation. Known mechanisms for gathering data and signaling events on a distributed network include, among others, tuple spaces and publish/subscribe systems. This section briefly describes the runtime system used in our implementation of iQL. Further details about the runtime system are beyond the scope of this paper, but can be found in [8]. Figure 3 depicts the logical structure of our runtime system. The composition engine is responsible for the creation and evaluation of composers. Data sources advertise themselves to the data resolver, which finds advertisements that match the data-source specifications found in input expressions. The port manager, given an advertisement for a data source, establishes a connection to that source, according to the source’s protocols. The input



type Point { double x; double y; }



that we saw in Section 2. This definition is equivalent to defining an XML schema type, and then defining Point to be its iQL name. Internal type definitions are appropriate for types that are to be used only within a composer specification. Thanks to internal type definitions, the iQL programmer need not learn how to write XML schemas, and a type can be defined in the iQL source file that uses it. Familiar arithmetic, relational, and boolean operators are built into iQL for manipulating the primitive types. For complex types, there are operations to select elements and to construct values from elements. Because sensor data is often amenable to data-parallel computations, iQL provides a powerful list abstraction: For any type t, list(t) is a type whose values are ordered lists of zero or more elements of type t. Operations on a list include determining its length, selecting an element by indexing, and constructing a list from a specification of its elements, as in these examples:



Composition engine CAMP clients



Input broker



[ sqrt(x) | x in readings : x >= 0 ] [ 4*x+y | x from a to b : mod(x,3)=0, y from c to d ]



advertisements



In addition, the arithmetic, logical, and boolean operators defined for scalar values are generalized, as in APL [7], to work on lists of values, so that [1,10,100]*[1,2,3] = [1,20,300], and 2*[[1,2],[3,4]] = [[2,4],[6,8]]. A type name of the form list(t) is one of a few parameterized type names built in to iQL. In the future, we
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Remote input brokers
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Figure 3. The iQL runtime system. 101



broker communicates with other input brokers in a distributed network, manages flow-control queues for asynchronous message passing, and optimizes the coordination among data resolvers and port managers throughout the network. When an input expression is evaluated, the composition engine submits its data-source requirements, via the input broker, to the data resolver. The data resolver returns all those advertisements submitted to it that satisfy the requirements. The composition engine selects one of these advertisements and submits it, via the input broker, to the port manager. (Currently, this selection is performed by invoking an application-supplied Java method. We are exploring ways to express selection criteria directly in iQL.) The port manager establishes a connection and returns a port object corresponding to that connection. The composition engine also sends a request to the data resolver for notification of any updated advertisements for the same data source. Upon receiving such a notification, the composition engine may initiate rebinding. The evaluation of an input every expression is similar, but the composition engine obtains a port for every advertisement returned by the data resolver, and a list with one value from each port becomes the value of the input every expression. The composition engine asks the data resolver to activate a new continuous query incorporating the input every expression’s requirements. Every new advertisement received by the data resolver is compared with currently active continuous queries. If the set of data sources satisfying the query changes, the data resolver notifies the composition engine of this change. Applications communicate with the composer engine through an XML-based protocol called the Composer Activation and Management Protocol (CAMP). We have built a CAMP client through which Java applications access composer engines. The application establishes a connection with a composer engine at a particular IP address by constructing a CAMPClientStub object, passing the IP address. It may then call the object’s getComposer method to access a composer executing inside the composition engine. The call on getComposer takes a URI identifying a composer specification, a set of parameters with which the composer specification is to be instantiated, and a flag indicating whether it is acceptable to share an already active instance of the same composer specification, instantiated with the same parameters. The call on getComposer returns a Composer object through which the application accesses either a previously active or newly activated instance. The application can call the getValue method of the Composer object to initiate a requested evaluation, or the addNewValueListener method to register a listener that will be invoked upon generation of a new value from a triggered evaluation.



5. Conclusions Originally, we had not expected to design a new language. Our first approach, described in [8], was a Java API enabling an application to assemble a composerspecification expression tree, node by node, through a series of method calls. However, we found that this approach was cumbersome for application writers, and resulted in a Java program that obscured the logic of composition. In contrast, iQL expresses this logic directly, at a high level. We expect that this high-level representation will also prove amenable to manipulation by optimization and verification tools. The design of iQL addresses the special characteristics of networked data sources that we identified in Section 1. The rules for requested and triggered evaluations enable the writing of a single composer specification that can be applied to both passive and active data sources. The iQL input expression, by describing requirements for data sources rather than naming specific sources, enables the runtime system to rebind to new sources as old sources fail or degrade, and to select among potential data sources. The input expression also isolates application writers from the details of data-source protocols and formats. Because the data source to which an input expression is bound may itself by a composer, iQL facilitates the opportunistic construction of composer hierarchies, with data-sourceoriented composers near the bottom and applicationoriented composers near the top. The iQL event operators unify the recognition of compound events with other forms of composition. Powerful list-construction operators, and the generalization of scalar operators to lists, facilitate the data-parallel composition of data from arrays of sensors.



5.1. Related work Wiederhold [9] proposes mediators that consume raw data in varied formats from sources such as databases, and aggregate and combine low-level data to produce data meaningful at a higher level of abstraction. Similarly, infrastructures that support context-aware applications address data composition from heterogeneous data sources, which are most often sensors. For example, Context Toolkit widgets [10] roughly correspond to mediators, and provide an object-oriented framework for building applications out of a collection of widgets. Rome triggers [11] encapsulate data and specify spatio-temporal conditions upon which data should be delivered to applications. iQL is a simple, generic language that can be used to specify composers that implement mediators, widgets, and triggers. Composers are closely tied to a runtime system that is designed specifically for pervasive data sources. Ninja [12] proposes automatic path creation as a way to chain one-input/one-output operators by matching properties of the data produced and consumed by each 102



The iQL runtime system leverages emerging standards in web services and service discovery, while still accommodating legacy standards and future standards. For example, SOAP [2] is gaining wide acceptance as a protocol for commercial web services, while many sensors continue to use device-specific protocols. The port manager contains pluggable drivers for a variety of protocols, including SOAP. Similarly, SLP [26] is gaining wide acceptance as a standard for service advertisements. The data resolver allows, but does not require, its advertisements to be envelopes for SLP advertisements.



operator; the resulting pipeline can be viewed as a degenerate case of a composer hierarchy, in which each composer has one data source. Solar [13] shares our notion of a hierarchy of shareable, potentially stateful entities (composers in iQL and operators in Solar) that consume and produce streams of values. While iQL uses both passive and active sources, Solar uses only active ones. (A “one-time subscription” to a Solar stateful operator acts in some ways like requested evaluation of a composer.) A Solar programmer specifies an entire graph to solve a problem (possibly using contextsensitive names and possibly incorporating existing subgraphs), while an iQL programmer constructs a root composer from which a graph grows downward as intentional data specifications become bound to other composers. Continuous query systems such as Tapestry [14], NiagaraCQ [15], and Open CQ [16] monitor changes in a database or the environment and respond to queries that can be thought of as simple compositions. All composition in iQL is continuous, and the input every operator is, in essence, a continuous query over data-source advertisements. Systems such as Tapestry [14] and COUGAR [17] model histories of recurring events as append-only relationaldatabase tables whose rows include timestamps, and support continuous SQL-style queries over these tables. In contrast, iQL is targeted towards applications that are driven more by individual events than by the relationships among events, requiring perhaps cumulative summary state to be maintained, but not a complete history. The form of iQL input expressions, and the advertisements used by the data resolver in the iQL runtime system, are strongly influenced by the Intentional Naming System (INS) [4]. INS supports the specification, dynamic discovery, and binding of particular kinds of resources in a localarea network. Unlike iQL, INS does not address an application’s use of those resources once they are bound. The iQL data resolver is intended to discovery a wide variety of resources in a wide-area network. There is a wide body of research in the recognition of patterns of events as compound events. Compound events were first proposed for the event-condition-action rules of active databases [18]. Specific formalisms and notations for compound events, and machinery for recognizing them, have been incorporated in the Ode [19], Snoop [20], and SAMOS [21] active database systems, and the Amit [22] situation-recognition system. The relational algebra of SQL [23] is an early nonprocedural specification of the retrieval and composition of data. It is, however, restricted to manipulating a statically identified database with static structure. The language Lucid [24, 25] pioneered the nonprocedural specification of stateful computations on streams of values. Our generalization of scalar operators to nested lists is inspired by the dataparallel treatment of arrays in APL [7].



5.2. Status and plans We have a working implementation of the iQL runtime system. The composition engine, data resolver, and port manager are implemented as Java programs that run in separate virtual machines and communicate using XMLbased protocols. The composition engine includes a tracing facility that graphically displays the requested and triggered evaluations of a composer’s operators. We are using iQL in a number of projects, including an automotive telematics application. The iQL language is young, and continues to evolve based on our experience with real applications. We have constructed a compiler for a recent version of iQL. The iQL compiler writes the serialization of the expression graph to a file. We are contemplating other tools as well, such as tools for inferring and checking annotations promising, for example, that a composer will generate values with a given frequency if a given data source satisfies certain preconditions. We expect to devote considerable attention to performance, both in the iQL compiler and in the runtime system. We plan to combine traditional compiler optimizations, such as reduction in strength, dynamic query-plan optimizations, such as those proposed in the COUGAR [17] and Telegraph [27] projects, and migration of composers through the network in response to changes in processing load and latency.
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